Four additional readings available through e-res.
Course Requirements:
1. Read and prepare for class. 2. Review of the literature poster presentation. 3. Two exam-style e-essays (1500 words max) on the monographs. 4. Ten short (500 words max) responses to the readings on eleven different days. These are to be posted on a public folder, in response to a specific question(s) by 7:30 am. 5. Written midterm (mostly short answer) and oral final exam (in small groups, times to be assigned). Assignments handed in late will receive a grade of 1/3 rd lower for each day late. For those taking the course Pass/Fail, all assignments must be completed in order to pass. Academic Integrity: I take violations of the Honor Code very seriously, and will not hesitate to report any suspected infringements to the Honor Council. I will try to be clear about the ways the Honor Code applies to specific assignments, but if you are unsure, please ask. Also, be sure to include a statement of Honor Code compliance at the end of all written work.
Attendance Policy: Attendance and participation are essential. Unexcused absences will result in a significant point reduction, and more than one excused absence will result in the same. Do not ask me if it is okay to miss class -it is not. On the other hand, if you do decide to miss class, let me know why you are absent (e-mail is fine -no need to cough and sneeze into the phone), and be sure to find out from another student what you missed.
Poster Presentation: You will prepare a short visual summary of your findings which will be displayed in class on large bi-fold poster boards. On the due date, we will spend the first part of class walking around and looking at the findings/posters, followed by a chance for each group to present their findings and lead a brief discussion. In your presentation, you will share your findings as well as how you found them and your application of course concepts to the topic. This assignment will make it possible for each person to research some specific gender topic, and through the presentations, we will all learn about topics we simply do not have time to discuss fully. The posters will be made in groups of two.
Choose a topic in which you are interested, but not something on which you already have written a paper. In other words, use this as an opportunity to explore something new to you. The following is a list of general subjects from which you might select a topic. Many other topics are also possible -use this list as a starting point. Many of these are VERY general, so you will have to hone in on a more focused topic. Develop a concise and focused research question which lends itself to sociological analysis. Use the poster to display the results of your research, including the research question itself. Although artistic creativity can help, the main focus of the poster is the research: quantitative data gathered, examples from qualitative data, summary bullet points, and short narratives in summary of findings. You must use 10 different sources of information, at least 8 of which must come from outside of class, and least 5 of which must be scholarly sources (journals or books). Provide a properly formatted bibliography on the back of your poster. Resources may include: -books and journals -newspapers and magazines -government documents and reports -films, music, performances, art
